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 kpop studio in which one is a .kpop singer and the other one a .kpop director, who start a sexual relationship. Synopsis Song
Yoon-ah and Kim Jung-hwan, two students who meet in a .kpop studio where she is a .kpop singer and he a .kpop director, start
a relationship. The relationship evolves into sexual interactions that become increasingly intense as they find themselves falling
in love. Cast Song Yoon-ah as Song Yoon-ah, a student and singer. Kim Jung-hwan as Kim Jung-hwan, a student and director.
Lee Ha-joon as Lee Young-suk, a student and Jang's brother. Jang Mi-yeon as Jang Mi-yeon, an office lady. Background and

production Architecture 101 is the directorial debut of Lee Yong-ju, who had also written the screenplay with K-pop producer
and songwriter Kim Joong-hoon. The film was produced by Joong-hoon's company, Yehwon Entertainment. The director

explained that he had wanted to create a story like the girl band group Girls' Generation for a long time, but as he researched
about the group, he found out that they are very busy and would not make time to make a movie with him. The film was first
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screened in the Un Certain Regard section at the 2012 Cannes Film Festival. Reception On review aggregator website Rotten
Tomatoes, Architecture 101 holds an approval rating of 56% based on 15 reviews, and an average rating of 6.01/10. Awards

Bae Jin-hee won the Film Critics Award for Best Actor at the 9th Asian Film Awards. References External links Category:2012
films Category:2010s romance films Category:Directorial debut films Category:Films about pop music Category:Films about

sexuality Category:Films set in universities and colleges Category:Films shot in Seoul Category:Korean-language films
Category:South Korean romantic drama films Category:South Korean films they were being treated unfairly and mocked them

for it. Mansfeld and his group were arrested on 11 November 2011, and were released on 22 December 520fdb1ae7
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